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Health and Sport Committee - Hearing 27 March 2012
The Food Hygiene (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2012 (2012/75)

I am taking the slightly unusual step of writing to you regarding comments made about the
Food Hygiene (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2012 ("the Regulations") by Members of
the Subordinate Legislation Committee at their Hearing on 20 March 2012.

Background
The Regulations were made on 29 February, laid on 2 March, and come into force on 1 April
2012. They include provision for enforcing a special health mark for certain, fresh meat,
minced meat and other meat products. It was intended that those, and similar provisions for
England, Wales and Northern Ireland, would come into force on 1 April 2012. However, the
Food Standards Agency in Scotland (FSAS) learned late on 2 March that England, Wales
and Northern Ireland are delaying their implementation until May 2012.

In advance of the SLC considering the Regulations on 20th March, the Scottish Government
informed the SLC's legal advisors how the above situation arose and provided an assurance
that stakeholders and enforcement authorities would be advised by the FSAS in advance of
1 April that no enforcement action should be taken on these provisions until the rest of the
UK had caught up. All UK administrations are currently technically in breach of their EU
obligations to bring into force national measures to enforce the EUobligations which have
been in place since 2007.
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Position of the Subordinate Legislation Committee
On 20 March, the SLC agreed to draw the Scottish Parliament's attention to the Regulations
on reporting ground (f) as they raised a devolution issue. It was stated:-

"In the absence of objective justification, it is incompatible with European Union law
for the UK as a whole to discriminate between producers in Scotland and those in the
rest of the UK when implementing the national measure provided in respect of
emergency slaughter in EU regulations 853/2004 and 854/2004."

Scottish Government's position
The Scottish Government agrees that "in the absence of objective justification, it is
incompatible with European Union law for the UK as a whole to discriminate between
producers in Scotland and those in the rest of the UK when implementing [a] national
measure". However, this is not the situation here. The Regulations are made by the Scottish
Ministers, rather than the UK Government, and implement Community obligations in
Scotland only.

The implication of reporting on the Regulations as giving rise to a devolution issue is that
there is a question as to whether it is within the devolved competence of the Scottish
Ministers to implement the Community obligation as regards Scotland, prior to that being
done in other parts of the United Kingdom. The Scottish Government's position is that it is
competent to do so. Indeed, we are obliged to do so where the time limit for implementation
of an EU obligation has been reached. Were the contrary view to be accepted, it would call
into question the role of the Scottish Ministers (and the Scottish Parliament) in implementing
Community obligations in Scotland.
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